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Let X denote the product of m-many seco T! +zuntable: Hausdorff spaces. Main theorems: 
(I) If S c X is invariaht under compositions, in is weakly accessible (resp., nonmeasurable), ar;d 
F c S is sequentially cimeQ and a sequenti: +set which is invariant under projections for fmite 
sets (resp., F c S is seqo~nthlly open and sequentially closed), then F is closed. (2) If S c= X is 
invariant under projections afld M is nonmernsuraMe, th n every sequentially continuous (0, 1). 
valued b~ctba on -S is Wntii~WW. .(3) A sequentially anti I~u~us 10, l)-vaiued function on an 
tr&ii SW&C+ pf tium+sura@le w$right is continuous. Now fet X denote the rproduct of arbitrarily L 1~ 
many WYqkcxa &d S c X be invtiitint under compositions. (4) Then ir S, the closure of any 
Q-open $tibset coincides tithe its sequential c osure. 
Let p be a property of ClasSes of sets which is invariant under mappings and 
restrictior:s and it; such that each ctealss ka’ with prop&&y p -is both sequentially dcr3sed 
in and JI 8equenlid &-set in P(k_,_@). Nkur [4] calb a class with property p a 
pd6U8 &Id $ &et IQJ+%kibte if every ~cstass X c P(X) containing dt finite @sets 
of X also contains the set AE haazur then proves that each weakly accessibk cardird 
90. This result is used by Mazur to prove the continuity of sequentially 
contk~.~%s functions defined on certain subspaces of some topological product 
. Let X 
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,” f / _ LA, _ i” ‘, / ’ ,_ + r. .’ :- .,:4- .J: ‘ :s <, , . ‘! I< . /. 
ion 4 contains applicatians to wz-adic spaces and a theh& grk thed~i~~d~~~ I 
of the cbsure and the sequential ckxure of a set, which partially a&&h a qu~tioti 
0B Mrowka [S]. 
2. I>efititioEs . . ’ 
FQ~ anj! nonempty collection 2@ of ciasses of sets We say &at a set X is ~4iUCibk 
with F~SP&C~ eo 99 provided X E 3, X contains all finite subsets of X, a& X ~7 P(X) 
(the power set of X) imply that X E .X ; and we denote by 6@(a) hkc~a& ‘bf sets . 
ucibPe with respect o 9. We say that a cardinal nt 6 @#)‘if @(SB) 
contains aset of cardirlaiity m. 
By taking 
as an open subbase, we equip S(X) with a compact Hautiorff topc&gy. We; denote 
by SI? the collection of classes 1y flor which X is both sequentially closed iltn Ip(Ux) 
(tJx=U(A: A E X}) and a sequential G&-set (the intersection of counta& many 
sequentially open sets) in P(UXJ. 
Let ~20 = {X : X is sequentially closed and sequentially open in Pi. $&s&) 
is sometimes called the class of cardinals that are not strictly sequential. 
Let RIO denote the smallest weakly inaccessible cardinal. Mazur [4] proved that 
PII E ???(J$) for every m < mo, and ntonovskii and Chudnovskii [1, Theorem 1.31 
proved that 8 (S&J equals the class of nonmeasurable cardinals. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, unless pecified otherwise, {X$ G E A} 
denotes acol!setion of Wausdorff spaces atisfying the second axiom of countability 
and X denotes the product of these spaces. tit xo~ X be fixed. For every x G X 
and every B c A we denot y xB the element (x 18) ~1 (x0/ 
denotes the restriction of x t , A set S c X is said to be inva 
S and every B 6 ~4. A set S ~6: X is sa;id to be ~~~~~~~#~ 
rovided ix ]B) v (y f A-B) E S for every x, y E S and every 
of course, invariant under bath compkitions and 
y if S is ~~v~~ant 
S is said to have a CO 
such that x E F, y E S, an 
Proof. LetB~~{~EBk:X=~FbnndB;~~~ - Bk* If R; is uncountably, then since 
S - f;‘ is B coustable union cf sequentially closed sets, there is a sequenti:ollv closed e 
set Fi su& that xl e I;; for &uncountably many cy E B;. By Lemma 3.1, tkre is a 
sequence {cu,) of these elemenk such “that x2,, + y E S A & and cyn + aypn for n + m. 
Since ~==(a) = x$Ja) except for at most one index an, xa,. + y a!so. But x,~ (XX,,) E
F{&) and F(Fl) is sequentially dosed; consequently y E F n Fj. This is a contradic- 
tion because F n& = 8. A simikr argument shows that BRn is countable. 
3.3. TWMWIB. If S c X is invwkznt under proiec#ions, F c S is invariant under . 
p~jecti~ns fG\r finite subse?~ df A!, and F is sequentially closed and a sequential C&set 
in S, then F has a cauntuble suppwt in S. 
Pr~cof. By Lemma 3.2, & is countable. Note here that Bk = (a E A: there is an 
x,~Sn~k~uchthat~p*~F,~g~F}.IRfB=~Bk:O~k~~). 
We show that for every k and every x E S n &, x G F if and only if XB E F. Let 
@ 1,...,~,}=~{~~A-B:x(~)#x&3)).Since 
xtlp = xA-b31,....kM = ( * l l ((XA-~~~,~)A--(~~)) ’ l * )~-{fl,h 
the conclusion follows by using r-many times the fact that x E F if and only ii 
&+-{@) G F for every x E S n &, every k, and every fl E: A -B. 
Let x,x’ES~ ~EF, and x~S=X’~J?% It suffices to show that X’EF in order to 
ctanclude that B is a countable support of F. Let B = {cY,: n<a), (8,: ir CO) = 
{~EA-B:~~~)#~~~)},~~~(‘Y~:~<W}=(YEA-B:X’(Y)#X~(Y)}.~~~~~~X~= 
Xh ,...t an&.h..*rS,,) and x:, = 4x0 . . . . . *,,.YO l . . . . Vn) for every n C IS). If, for example, (PI1 : n < 0) 
is finite, say equal to (630, . I . , &), simply take Xfl (pi) s #*(pi j for PJ, i > PTl. 
Fbr every II < o; we have xn,, n +ti E Sn& for some k = k(n) and (~;,)a = (xL)B. 
E F for evwy n 
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Pmof. S n S and F. = F&5 satisfy the hypothgses of meorem 393. Thus Fit has 
,a countable support B. We will show that B is also a support of E I.& :gr 3’ E SS 
xEF,andn]B=x’1B. 
Define X=(D=A: xz,x&F}. If Zcz4 is finite, then4x&t$nZSince F 
is invariant under projections for finite subsets of A, xz E Fa. Ah, x [I? == .dIB 
irnplies x2 1 B z= XL 1 B. Since I3 is a support of Fo, xk E Fo. Thus 2 E X 
r every n c w and Zn + 2, then XZ, 3x2 and x&, + XL. Sin.ce xX~, 
ry n CO and F is sequentially closed, we have x2, x& EJ? Thurs 
e X is sequentially closed in P(A). 
={2%P(A)-X:.&F,) for every new where S-F=U(F,:n<w} 
with each F, sequentially closed in S, An argument similar to that for X shows 
t%lat each . sequentially closed. Thus X is a sequential C&-set in P(&4). 
Since A E 3e(&), X E J$, X c P(A), and X containr; &,11 finite subsets- of A, we 
have A E X. Consequently, x’= xx E F. 
3.5. Theorem. If S c C is invariant under projections and F is sequmfially ~&wed 
and sequential/y open in S, then F has a countable suppwt ii1 S. 
BEkxmb. Ry Lemma 3.2, Ba is countable. Let B = CI(Bk: 0 < k < o}. As in the proof 
of Theorem 3.3, for every k and every K E S n &, x E F if antl only if xg E I? 
Now let X, x’sS, XEF, and xlB=x’lB, 7’here is a sequence y,&n&, with 
}‘n + x. And since F is sequentially clopen in s, there is a subsequence xros e &, n F 
with x,,, --,x. By the above, (x,& E E Also, (X&B 4 ~g. Thus xs E .F sine F is 
sequentially closed. 
Xf x’ E S -F, then as above there is a sequerxe zm e &,, A (S -F) with zm +x’. 
Also, (z,,,)B E S-F and (z ,,, B + XL, Thus xb E S -F since F is sequentMy open. )
This is a contradiction since x 1 B = x’ 1 B implies x& = .r b. Thus x’ E E: Therefore B 
is a countable support of F. 
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@me A G.@(&), X E a!*, X c P(A), and # contains all finite subsets of A, we 
h,ave A e X Ckmseyueatly:, x’ = xx E F. 
A s~ppc~t of a function f defined on S c X is defined to be a set. B c ~4 for which 
f(x)=f(y)foreveryx, YES withxIB=ylB. 
3.7. Cordf~ry. Let S tf Xbe invariant under projections and A have non-measurable 
car&m&y. Tken every sequentidly continuous, (0, I)-valued function on S has a 
countabk su_opOr and is continuous, 
Proof. If f : S + {OS 1) is sequentially continuous, then F = f-‘(O) is sequentially 
clopen in S. By Theorem 3.6, F has a countable support B. Let X, X’ ES with 
xIB=x’IB. Then XJ’EF or X&ES-F. Thus f(x)=f(x’). ‘be continuity of f 
follows from the fa.et hat f = f+ rrH where fO: ~Q[S]-, (0, 1) is continuous ince 
wB[S] satisfies the second axiom of countability. 
A set F c S is said to have a count’able local supprt in S provided for each x E F 
there is a countable set B c A such that if y E S and y 1 B = .X 1 B, then y E F. Clearly, 
a countable support of F is also a countable local support of F. Moreover, if F is 
Q-opera in S (i.e., F is the union of arbitrarily many C&-sets in S), then F has a 
countable local support in S, Let A, denote the one-point coimpactification f a 
discrete space of cardinality PTJ (if rtl is finite, then ~4,~ isjust a discrete space with 
M eoints). 
We: wish to recall the definition of Gruenhage’s W-spaces in terms of a two-person 
infinite game. Let x be a point in an arbitrary topological spice. According to 
Cruenhage [2], a strategy at x for playe~u I is a map u from the set of all finite 
sequences in X ir\to the set of open subsets of 5 c *. A fl--se@te~cP of 
sequence (x1, x2,. . . ) swh that x 1, . , . 9 x,,>) for every 
y CT is said to be a winning strategy at x if every er-sequ:nce 
Proof. Let x E cl F -F where cl denotes the ckW+e in S. For every a G A let a;, 
be a winning skrategy for player I at x (a!) E X,. 
Let X’E F be arbitrary and Pet Bl denote a mrresponding counttibie set of 
distinguished indices. Define x 1 =x’fB1urIA_B*.Suppa”jethsrtJcl,..,,x,-1~nd 
&, ’ * * 9 k-i have been defined. Let iPr = [QT~J, oti.2, . . , , }. .Fw &tch i, $< n, let 
v. . ;i - i.i = t?q,j(x:~.e~,j)9 . . . , Xq - 1 (ai, j))), an open neighborhood ofx (aci ). H@l3ce there is 
an xp E F such that x’(ajJ E ,, Vi,i for every i, j < n. pls before let E.! &note a set of 
distinguished ‘Indices for x’ and define 
x,, z ~‘l(& u{ai,l: i, j<n})uxIA -(B, u{ai,j: i, jcn}). 
Thus xpI E F arjd it suffices to show that xn (a) converges to x(a) for every IY E A. 
IfIYEA--E_MB,:n=1,2,... },then;ll,(~)=x(a).Ifa!EL)(&:k=lr...,n},then 
QY =I cyi,i for some i, j. Thus xp, (ai,j) E n Vi,j for every n 1 i, j; and, in particular, 
(x,, + l(ai,&, xn+z(q), . . . ) is 8 mar ,-sequence of the strategy a,, f. It follows fr-oni the . 
fact that a,,,, is a winning strategy for player I at x(~Y& that xn(cyIJ converges to 
X(Q). Thus x,, is a sequence in .F ccnverging to x, whkh completes the proof, 
4.2. Theorem, If S c X is invariant under ctmzposMms, F c S is imariant m&r 
projecthns for finite subsets of A, F is sequentially closed &d a sequential C&set 63 
S, and A~6@(slS), then F is closed in S. 
Proof. Use Theorems 3.4 and 4.1 and the fact that the sequentia.l c osure of L 
sequentiall!; closed set is the set itself. 
orff continuous image of some to 
l%uk If n g m, then Y is alss ndadic (see [3,2,4]). Thus without loss of gerlerality 
Wt? assume that Y is a continuous image, under f, of A z, n s m. A k is homeomolrphic 
to a subqwe af (6, I)” which is invariant arrder projections. It follows from Theorem 
3.6 axid the fact thit f '[F] is sequeatialiy &pen in A&, that f-l[F] has a countable 
support. By Theotem 4.1, where S *- X = A& f ‘[F] is closed. Thus f’i:F] is 
compact; consequently, F = ff f -“Ir;1]] is compact and therefore closed. 
45. Co-, #’ Y is m m-adic space Of nonmeasurable weight, then eu~ry 
seqsrentidiy contifiruous, {O, l}-valued func#ion un Y is continuous. 
4.6. Remmka Qxollary 4.5 can be regarded as an analog of a theorem of Mrowka 
is, Theorem 2.11. (If T is an nz-adic spaELc1e, m c mO, with weight T c mo, then every 
sequentially continuous function f on r with values in an arbitrary compl~:tel) 
IregulP, cI _ Ia+ -ace is continuous,) We note that the assumption that m c m. can be 
omitted in Mrowka’s theorem, the proof of which could be obtained along ttPe lines 
of the pmf of Theorem 4.4. Also, Corollary 4.5 remains true if the function takes 
it& values in an arbitrary zero-dimensional space rather than just in (0, 1). 14n 
alternate proof of Theorem 4.3, using Corollary 3.7 instead of Theorem 4.1, permits 
the less restrictive hypothesis that S be invariant under projections. 
It follows from a result of Mrowka ([S], 2.2), (the closure of every Q-open subset 
of an m-adic spa,ce coincides with its sequential closure), that a point in an m-adic 
space (of arbitrary weight) is sequentially open if and only if it is open. We do not 
know, however, if each sequential G&-set pain! in an nn-a&c space is a G-set point 
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